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Slide on Dr Tony Holohan

The banner under which we have 

been united has been Dr Tony 

Holohan.

We can all take lessons from his clear 

decisive leadership. 

He has shown us how to access a 

situation with emotional detachment 

to think calmly and clearly

Clarity and Conviction



MCCP was the lead research partner for the Department of health and the LVA during 

lockdown – enabling Ireland to flatten the curve and re-open for business again



Hybridisation1
Five

Trends

2 Health Redefined

3 Plans Re-Imagined

4 Accelerated Digital

All Together Now5



Source: MCCP COVID Research

All Together Now 

I like to support the local Centra, but sometimes 

feel they need to do more in terms of in-store 

safety measures.

I will continue to shop in Aldi and Lidl, but I 

always try to buy Irish products with the Bord 

Bia sticker on them.

This is not a time for penny pinching. 

Companies need to reward their staff, 

especially those who have kept the 

shop open for customers during Covid-

19.

Great to see companies like Supervalu and 

An Post getting into the community spirit. 

Even the Guards are doing the odd delivery! 

I’d rather see a company rolling the 

sleeves up and giving practical help, 

rather than just shelling out money.



https://championgreen.ie/

Spending Local is Getting a Big Push 

If spending in your local shop, cafe, restaurant, bookshop, 
hardware shop, hotel or tourist attraction won’t break you, 
and you can do so safely, then do it. Not only are you 
rewarding yourself after a tough time, but you are 
supporting a local business, local wages and the economic 
recovery.

Source: MCCP Trendstream/ Irish Times

https://championgreen.ie/


https://championgreen.ie/

The Mark of Recovery 

https://championgreen.ie/


https://championgreen.ie/

International Brands Will Need to Define 

Their Role  

https://championgreen.ie/


Irish Brands Showing Up For the Community



Brands Showing Up For Their Employees

In recognition of our colleagues' effort and 
dedication during this challenging time, we 

decided to give a 10 per cent bonus for 

colleagues across stores and distribution 
backdated to 9 March until 1 May, at which 
point we extended it for a further four 
weeks. And, to help our colleagues in protecting 
their mental as well as physical health at this 
time, all colleagues across retail, distribution 
and our head office, have also been provided 

with free access to the Headspace 
app until April 2021.Source: MCCP Trendstream/ Tesco 



SAVIOURSSUPPORTERS

These brands are perceived to making a 
positive contribution to this crisis but it is 
unclear how much of a sacrifice they are 

actually making

Perceived to be really stepping forward 
and making genuine and impactful efforts 

to help those most at risk. These will be 
the brands that get remembered for the 

collective good. 

MCCP COVID Research

Irish Brands Stepping Up



MCCP Trendstream/ Edelman, March 2020:

Spotlight On Brand Trust 



MCCP Trendstream/ Edelman, March 2020:

New Expectations 



What are the implications of this trend? 

1
Take 

a Stand

2
End of 

Purpose on a 

page

3
Trust – A 

new metric 

of purpose?



A World of New Brand Possibilities

As Joni Mitchell famously sang “you don’t Know what you’ve got ‘til it’s gone”

In spite of the on-going human threat of COVID-19 and the restrictions placed on our personal liberties; for 

many it has spawned a renewed desire to make the most of life and truly enjoy simple pleasures as normality 

starts to resume. 

As we emerge from lockdown marketers will need to get comfortable with uncertainty – to prepare for a 

something totally different as we figure out what kind of world we are assimilating back into. We will need to 

sensitive to how consumer attitudes and behaviours have evolved and what action brands need to take to 

position themselves for a strong recovery. 

A sense of renewal and re-growth is palpable. Consumers want to explore the world of possibilities that awaits 

them as the threat of the virus subsides and this will open up a world of new opportunities for brands. 



Thank You


